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18650 batteries
At a recent Friday Zoom session, the subject of 18650 type batteries was raised.
These recharegable Lithium-Ion batteries are in wide use; you probably already have
some. They can be found in laptop power packs, portable drills and cordless

garden power tools. They are ideal for high energy use.
Like other rechargeables, they are more expensive than disposable batteries but
are cheaper in long run as they can be recharged many hundreds of times.
The 18650 cell is fairly large at 18mm in diameter and 65mm in length.

A single battery has a voltage of 3.6V or 3.7V.
The Panasonic NCR18650B, for example, has a
capacity of 3200mAh and a power density of 243Wh/kg.
Here, a single cell is used to power this super bright
1150 lumen so-called 'tactical LED torch'.

Multiple packs
To achieve higher voltages, cells are wired in series.
Asembled packs of multiple 18650s are used in laptops and notebooks, toys, lighting,
cordless tools, and in electric and hybrid vehicles.

For example, a pack of three 3.7V cells gives 11.1V.
This DeWalt pack uses five 3.6V cells to produce an 18V
plug-in power pack.
Here is an image of the inside of a
laptop battery pack. The six cells
produce an output of 22.2V.
All my 18650 battery were
recovered from discarded packs for
laptops, etc.

Battery holders
For most model railway purposes, 3.6V is too low and assembled battery pack
volatges are often too high.
Luckily, you can make up your own multiple battery pack using battery holders from
eBay, etc. (just make sure they are for 18650 s and not AAs).

They are available as a holder for a single battery or for a set of batteries (2's, 3's,
4's and 8's).
For example, a holder for a pack of three 18650
batteries provides a powerful portable substitute
for a 12V supply. No need to look for a mains
supply socket.
My EzyBus demonstration board has a
holder that accomodates three batteries,
making the board truly portable.

With a holder for four 18650's it makes an ideal power
pack for a TS100 soldering iron (a portable,
lightweight soldering iron. that operates on a voltage
between 12V and 24V).
This makes these packs very useful at exhibitions.
No more problems looking for outlets and connecting
up extension leads.
You can also purchase a battery holder case complete with an on/off switch.

Battery charging
It is possible to charge batteries from a bench power supply by adjusting the
voltage and current settings in a particular sequence for that particular battery type.
If you are short of cash, you can find suggestions for this on the Internet.
However, it is important to avoid overcharging your battery as this could result in
shortening the battery's life or worse.
“Intelligent chargers” have electronics that monitor the
charging process at every stage and adjust the
voltage/current as necessary.
Given its special charging phases, you should only use
a charger that is designed for Li-Ion Li-Ion batteries.
Lithium-Ion batteries are very useful - when used and
charged correctly.
Abuse, however, can have dangerous consequences. Have a look at this:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YuKF8XfCVKQ
My new edition of the free e-book, coming out soon, has a chapter on all all types of
batteries and contains additional information.

